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SECTION 265000 - LIGHTING 
 
PART 1 - GENERAL 
 
1.1 SCOPE 
 

A. Provide complete interior systems, including fixtures, standards, hangers, supports, fittings, 
lamps, wiring, connections and controls, as indicated in the Contract Documents.  Types of 
interior fixtures in this section include incandescent, fluorescent and high-intensity-discharge 
(HID). 

 
1.2 SUBMITTALS 
 

A. Submit shop drawings as described in Section 16010.  Lighting fixture shop drawings shall 
include photometric data for each fixture utilizing the specified lens/louver type, lamp(s) and 
ballast(s).  All lighting fixture types shall be submitted in a single complete brochure that shall 
be in the form of a soft cover binder with each fixture separated by an identified index tab.  
Information on each fixture shall include: 
1. Manufacturer and Catalog Number. 
2. Dimensioned Construction Drawing(s). 
3. Standard Catalog "Cut" Sheet. 
4. Photometrics. 
5. Lens/Louver Type. 
6. Ballast Type and Rating. 
7. Socket Type. 
8. Lamp Type. 
9. Maintenance Data 

 
1.3 QUALITY ASSURANCE 
 

A. Lighting fixtures shall be standard products of manufacturers regularly engaged in the 
manufacture of the specific type lighting fixtures specified and shall be the manufacturer's latest 
standard design that complies with specification requirements.  Firms installing the fixtures 
shall have a minimum of five (5) years of successful installation experience on projects with 
interior lighting work similar to the requirements of this project. 

 
B. Codes and Standards 

1. NEC: 
a) Shall comply with Articles 220, 410 and 510 as applicable to installation and 

construction. 
2. NEMA: 

a) Shall comply with Standard Publication Nos. LE 1 and LE 2 as applicable to 
lighting equipment.  

3. UL: 
a) All interior lighting fixtures and components shall be UL listed and labeled. 
b) Comply with all applicable UL standards including UL 486A and B. 

4. CBM: 
a) Fluorescent and HID ballasts shall comply with Certified Ballast Manufacturers 

Association standards and carry the CBM label. 
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5. All work shall comply with applicable local code requirements of the authority having 
jurisdiction. 
 

C. Verify the availability of all fixtures proposed to be used in the execution of the work prior to 
submitting for approval.  The discontinuance of production of any fixture after such approval 
has been granted shall not relieve the Contractor from furnishing an approved fixture of 
comparable quality and design at no additional cost.   

 
D. Lighting fixtures shall be as specified in the "Luminaire Schedule."  Fixture types, 

characteristics, photometrics, finishes, etc., correspond to the first manufacturer, and associated 
catalog number, listed in the "Luminaire Schedule."  Provide a sample fixture from the factory 
for any products not listed as acceptable for approval.  The Owner's Representative reserves the 
right to disapprove any fixture type submitted which is not equal in quality, appearance or 
performance to the fixture specified. 

 
E. All luminaires shall meet the Total Luminaire Efficiency (TLE) requirements of the New York 

State Energy Conservation Construction Code. 
 

PART 2 – PRODUCTS 
 
2.1 LAMPS 

A. Fluorescent 
1. Fluorescent lamps shall be rapid start type as specified in the lighting fixture schedule. 

All lamps shall have a minimum CRI of 76, a minimum of 89 lumens per watt and meet 
all requirements of the New York State Energy Conservation Construction Code. 

2. Correlated Color Temperature of 4,100K (Kelvin). 
3. T8 lamps – 32 Watts, 2950 rated lumens for four-foot lamps and 5900 rated lumens for 

eight-foot lamps. 
a) Acceptable Manufacturers: 

(1) Sylvania F032/830/ECO  90 LPW 85 CRI 
(2) Philips F32T8/841/ALTO 90 LPW 85 CRI 

 
4. T8 lamps – 25 Watts 

a) Acceptable Manufacturers: 
(1) Sylvania F025/930/ECO  90 LPW 85 CRI 
(2) Philips F25T8/841/ALTO 90 LPW 85 CRI 

5. T8 lamps – 17 Watts. 
a) Acceptable Manufacturers: 

(1) Sylvania F017/930/ECO  90 LPW 85 CRI 
(2) Philips F17T8/841/ALTO 90 LPW 85 CRI 

B. Compact Fluorescent 
1. Compact fluorescent lamps shall be high color rendering, high efficacy with 4-pin base 

for use with rapid start, electronic and dimming circuits. Shall be same color temperature 
as 4 foot lamps. 
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2. T-4 type Lamps shall have the following photo metric characteristics: 

Wattage Initial lumens Lumens/watt CRI Avg. rated life  
(10 hrs/start) 

13 900 69 82 10,000 hrs 
18 1200 67 82 10,000 hrs 
26 1800 69 82 10,000 hrs 

 
3. Acceptable Manufacturers 

a) Philips PL-L  
b) General Electric Biax  
c) Sylvania/Osram Dulux  

 
2.2 BALLASTS 
 

A. Ballasts shall be designed for continuous operation within the fixture provided, utilizing the 
lamp(s) specified, without overheating or causing any other detrimental affects.   

 
B. Ballasts shall be quiet in operation and of the lowest noise level available.  Fixtures shall in no 

way amplify ballast noise, but rather shall suppress ballast noise.  Ballasts considered to have 
objectionable hum or noise shall be replaced immediately at no additional cost. 

 
C. Fluorescent ballasts  

1. Shall conform to U.L and ANSI specifications and shall display symbols of approval by 
the U.L and of certification by the C.B.M. as tested by the E.T.L.  The component parts 
of the ballast shall be designed, fabricated, and assembled in accordance with the latest 
NEMA requirements.  Ballasts shall be marked "Class P" indicating approved integral 
ballast protection.  Fluorescent ballasts not "P" rated shall be individually fused at the 
ballast; fuses shall be cartridge type, sized as recommended by the manufacturer.  
Ballasts shall be high-power-factor, series-sequence type. Fixtures with two lamps or 
multiples of two shall have two-lamp ballasts.  Three-lamp ballasts shall not be used 
unless specified. “Master- slave” arrangements shall only be provided if called for on the 
drawings. 

2. Shall be rapid start for long lamp life in frequent starting conditions (up to 50,000 starts). 
Provide integrated circuit that monitors lamp and ballast condition to ensure optimal 
system lighting performance.  

3. Shall produce <10% THD Total Harmonic Distortion.  
4. 0ºF minimum starting temperature within ANSI rapid start parameters  
5. Operation above 42Khz to Reduce potential interference with infrared remote control 

systems by not operating in the 30-42Khz band where IR controls typically operate. 
6. Design Make: Advance Centium 
7. Acceptable Manufacturers:   

a) Osram/Sylvania 
b) Universal 

 
2.3 DIFFUSERS 
 

A. Lenses: 
1. Extruded 100 percent virgin acrylic material with a minimum weight of ten ounces per 

square foot. 
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2. Type 12 - Clear material with 0.125 inch overall thickness with .080 Inch penetration 
comprised of 3/16 inch square based female cones aligned 45 degrees to the length and 
width of the panel. 

3. Type 19 - Clear material with 0.156 inch overall thickness with 0.080 inch penetration 
comprised of 3/16 inch square based male cones aligned parallel and perpendicular to the 
length and width of the panel. 

4. White matte - White material with 0.125 inch overall thickness. 
5. While overlay - White material with 0.040 inch overall thickness. 
6. The maximum deflection at the center of a 2-foot x 4-foot lens shall be no greater than 

0.250 inch.  Arched or warped lenses will not be accepted. 
7. Parabolic Louvers  

a) Medium cell louver - One piece injection molded acrylic, with all parabolic 
surfaces prepared with a primary undercoat, highly specular vacuum metalized 
finish, and encapsulated in a protective acrylic lacquer coating.  Cell dimensions 
shall be nominal 1-1 /2 inches x 1-1 /2 inches x I inch deep, and shall provide 
approximately 38 degree shielding with a louver efficiency of not less than 52 
percent.  This louver shall have a VCP index rating of 0.93 for semi-specular 
silver finish.  Panel finish shall be specular silver. 

8. Baffles and Louvers 
a) Cross Baffle - Constructed of 0.050-inch aluminum with one-way blades to 

provide 45 degree shielding.  Blades 1-1/2 inches high and spaced 1-1/2 inches 
apart.  While enamel finish.  Side shields for support of the blades.  Width to 
extend the full width of the lighting unit and of lengths to form a continuous 
baffle with no visible joints.  Where inside and outside comers are required, the 
blades shall be mitered. 

b) Parabolic Baffle - Constructed of 0.050-inch aluminum with one-way blades to 
provide 45 degree shielding.  Blades 1-1/2 inches high and spaced 1-1/2 Inches 
apart.  Clear anodized finish.  Side shields for support of the blades.  Width to 
extend the full width of the lighting unit and lengths to form a continuous baffle 
with no visible joints.  Where inside and outside comers are required, the blades 
shall be mitered. 

c) Directional Louver - Constructed and fabricated of aluminum with a "cold 
bonding joint method for integral vibration free and precise alignment of cells.  
Louver finish shall be custom color as directed by the Architect. 

 
2.4 LUMINAIRE SCHEDULE 
 

A. Luminaire schedule is found on the drawings. 
 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 
 
3.1 EXAMINATION: 
 

A. Examine areas and conditions, under which lighting fixtures are to be installed, and substrate for 
supporting lighting fixtures.  Notify Architect in writing of conditions detrimental to proper 
completion of the work.  Do not proceed with work until unsatisfactory conditions have been 
corrected. 
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3.2 COORDINATION 
 

A. Refer to respective reflected ceiling plan for each area.  Reflected ceiling plans indicate proper 
light fixture location only.  Coordinate the proper arrangement with all other ceiling mounted 
devices.  Contract Documents indicate light fixture characteristics (type), quality, quantity, etc.  
Verify with the ceiling supplier design of actual ceiling installed in each area and coordinate 
compatible fixture flange. 

 
B. Provide “dot” sticker on the door frame of all emergency lighting fixtures.  Coordinate with 

facilities prior to attaching sticker to door/frame. 
 

C. General 
1. Install interior lighting fixtures at locations and heights as indicated, in accordance with 

fixture manufacturer's written instructions, applicable requirements of NEC, NECA's 
'Standard of Installation", NEMA standards, and with recognized industry practices. 

2. Provide fixtures and/or fixture outlet boxes with hangers to properly support fixture 
weight.  Submit design of hangers, method of fastening, other than indicated or specified 
herein, for review by Engineer. 

3. Make installation such that the fixture is free of finger marks, flaws, scratches, dents or 
other imperfections. 

4. Arrangement 
a) Align edges of fixtures with walls or other building elements.  Where indicated 

by dimensions or indicated on Drawings, maintain indicated arrangement. 
b) For wall to wall installed light fixtures, field measure length required after 

completion of the wall construction and prior to ordering the light fixtures.  
Fabricate in largest lengths allowable. 

5. Recessed Mounting 
a) Verify ceiling construction and material prior to ordering light fixtures.  Provide 

plaster frames for plaster ceilings and flanged frames for drywall ceiling.  
Provide necessary mounting hardware and accessories to adapt fixture to ceiling 
construction.  Provide gaskets, trims, flanges, etc. as required to prevent light 
leaks around trim.  Where installing 'lay-in' type fixtures, provide galvanized 
supports to the building structure, independent of the ceiling system, at all four 
comers of the fixture.  Each support shall be capable of supporting 100 pounds 
and each wire shall be a minimum of 12 AWG mild steel.  Provide saddle 
hangers or tie bars attached to runners or between crossbars of ceiling systems as 
a safety measure.  Provide mounting splines or other positive means of 
maintaining alignment and rigidity.  Use a minimum of two supports independent 
of the ceiling for each point source type fixture. 

6. Stem Mounting 
a) Use self-aligning hangers in canopies for hanging fixtures true to vertical.  Do 

not deface ceiling or walls.  Locate hangers at intersections of joints or at centers 
of blocks in rooms with patterned type ceiling materials such as acoustic tile.  
Use hangers capable of supporting four times fixture weight.  Align continuous 
rows of fixtures maintaining fixtures level without rotation about the longitudinal 
axis.  Rigidly support outlet box independent of ceiling system from building 
structure.  Where obstructions prevent direct support of outlet, provide offset or 
trapeze hangers of outlet box.  Stem shall be supported directly from building 
structure on centers as called for by the manufacturer.  There shall be a minimum 
of two stems per individual four-foot light fixture, and three stems per individual 
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eight-foot light fixture for steel fixtures.  Extruded aluminum fixtures shall have 
hangers as called for by the manufacturer. 

7. Surface Ceiling Mounting 
a) Mount surface fixtures tight to surface without distorting surface.  Space fixtures 

in continuous rows to correspond to ceiling joint intersections.  A single outlet 
where fixtures contain approved wire ways and suitable wiring is used may feed 
continuous row fixtures.  Provide hangers for each fixture, each rated to support 
four times the fixture weight.  Provide offset or trapeze hangers where required.  
Supports shall be provided on a maximum of 4-foot centers with a minimum of 
two hangers per individual four-foot light fixture and three hangers per individual 
eight-foot light fixture.  Hangers shall be supported from the building structure 
and independently from ceiling system or other building services. 

b) Fasten fixtures securely to structural supports. 
 

3.3 BALLASTS 
 

A. Whenever possible, provide two-lamp ballasts for fixtures with two fluorescent lamps or 
multiples of two lamps.  Unless otherwise noted conform to the following 
1. In fixtures with multi-level switching where three-lamp fixtures are specified, fixtures 

shall utilize one-lamp ballast for the center lamp.   
2. In fixtures with multi-level switching where four-lamp fixtures are specified, the two 

outside lamps shall be on one two-lamp ballast and the two inside lamps shall be on 
another two-lamp ballast. 

3. Replace any ballast that produces an excessive noise (hum) level. 
4. In fixtures with multi-level switching, provide separate switching control for the inboard 

and outboard lamps. 
 
3.4 LAMPS 
 

A. Provide lamps in all light fixtures. 
 

B. Replace any lamp whose color is determined to be unsatisfactory.  Replace all HID lamps that 
are found to have failed during the 12-month warranty period. 

 
C. All lamps shall be new and unused.  If permanent lighting system is used for temporary 

construction lighting, lamps shall be replaced upon turn over to Owner. 
 

D. Furnish stock or replacement lamps amounting to 15%, but not less than 4 lamps in each case, 
of each type and size lamp used in each type fixture.  Deliver replacement stock as directed to 
Owner's storage space. 

 
3.5 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING 
 

A. Lighting fixtures and equipment shall be delivered with UL and manufacturer's labels intact and 
legible in factory-fabricated containers.  

 
B. Fixtures and accessories shall be stored in protected dry locations in their original unbroken 

package or container.  Fixtures shall be protected from dust and dampness both before and after 
installation.  Fixtures shall be protected from paint and cleaning solvents during all phases of 
construction. 
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C. Handle interior lighting fixtures carefully to prevent damage, breaking, and scoring of finishes.  

Do not install damaged fixtures or components; replace with new. 
 

3.6 SEQUENCING AND SCHEDULING 
 

A. Coordinate with other work including ceiling type, wires/cables, electrical boxes, fittings, and 
raceways, to properly interface installation of interior lighting fixtures with other trades. 

 
3.7 FINAL CLEANING 
 

A. Prior to acceptance, damp clean diffusers, glassware, trim, reflectors, lamps, louvers, lens and 
similar objects of all fixtures.  Remove all dirt, corrosion, foreign material, finger marks, and 
blemishes.  Replace all burned out lamps and failed components. 

END OF SECTION 265000 




